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 Originally I had this in my question: My PS3 and PS4 are getting up to date, but the dog. And I was told that it needed to be 2.1
not 1.90, and the quote box (which has been there for years) was removed. So I updated the question with this: But as you can

see now the question has been edited, and the quote box has been removed. The same thing happened on a question I posted on
the Spanish Stack Exchange. I contacted the Moderators there, and they told me that this had happened: Other users can edit

your question (including removing the quote box). We've discussed it and decided that the quote box shouldn't have been there
in the first place. Unfortunately the other users don't know that quote box doesn't exist. And my question is if this had happened
to my question, and it was removed because it was edited (not because I had asked for it to be edited), then I would think it had
happened to other questions here as well, and I had been told to edit my question to put it into the correct form. What do you

think? A: I think that the following events happened: Some random person edited your question. (Of course, this person may not
be a diamond moderator. Just anyone.) A diamond moderator then rolled back the edit. The quote box disappeared, because it's

not necessary anymore. The edit was removed. That's all. Q: Are there any physical properties that can be extracted from
photosynthetically inactive leaves? Most plants have photosynthetically active leaf areas and sometimes entire leaves become
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white due to their turning photosynthetically inactive. A leaf that is still photosynthetically active is often referred to as a green
leaf. My question is, are there any physical properties that can be extracted from such leaves that help us understand the state of

the leaf? I know this is a somewhat philosophical question, but I feel that such an answer would help us to better understand
plant physiology. From a quick Google search, Chlorophyll degrades with age, but in the leaf to be removed, the chl. content is

typically much higher than the environment where the leaf was last photosynthetically active. Photosynthesis 520fdb1ae7
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